Linnaeus gave priority to male characteristics. His first level of ordering depends on the number of male stamens, but only the sub-groups are determined by the number of female pistils. His descriptions were full of sexual analogies. "The flowers' leaves… serve as bridal beds which the Creator has so gloriously arranged, adorned with such noble bed curtains, and perfumed with so many soft scents that the bridegroom with his bride might there celebrate their nuptials with so much the greater solemnity. When now the bed is so prepared, it is time for the bridegroom to embrace his beloved bride and offer his gifts," he wrote.
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Critics were quick to denounce this sexual vocabulary. Linnaeus had clearly spelled out the analogies between the reproductive organs of flowers and people. "The calyx is the bedchamber" he explained in 1735, "the filaments the spermatic vessels, the anthers the testes, the pollen the sperm, the stigma the vulva, the style the vagina." Such explicit explanations seemed scandalous -"too smutty for British ears", one critic spluttered. As one clergyman protested, "Linnaean botany is enough to shock female modesty".
He believed all the world's plant species had originally been present in the Garden of Eden, which Linnaeus envisaged as a small island at the equator. Subsequently, he explained, although species had diversified to suit different environments, they remained fundamentally the same. By reversing this scattering process, and bringing foreign plants to Sweden 
